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Sears Discovers Legendary Centaur
While Exploring in Himalayas

Dr. Jack Wood Sears, head of the Department of Anthropology at the University of Brooklyn, announced in the Northeast Section of the American Anthropological Society in New York City that the Society would be sending an expedition to the Himalayas of Tibet to explore the strange discovery made by Dr. Sears during a recent camping and bird-hunting trip to the region.

Dr. Sears stated that he had been led to the expedition by the fact that his colleague, Dr. W. C. Thompson, had discovered a strange half-man, half-animal being in the Himalayan mountains of Tibet. Dr. Thompson had not only discovered the being but had also been able to take photographs of it, which Dr. Sears had analyzed.

Dr. Sears explained that the discovery was so significant that it might prove to be one of the greatest scientific achievements of the present century. He added that the expedition would be equipped with all the latest scientific instruments and would be conducted under the most stringent conditions.

The expedition is scheduled to leave for the Himalayas in June and will be led by Dr. Sears. The scientific community is eagerly awaiting the results of the expedition and is looking forward to the discovery of this mysterious creature.
Freshman Hooray!

We are happy to commend the Freshman class for their most remarkable showing at the semi-annual meeting last week. They voted to pass a resolution to maintain at least one member of the faculty be present at all times. This issue was the question of the Freshman project. We might mention that there were 299 of the 300 Freshmen in school present at the meeting.

The first item of free speech devised by Freshman President Dick Smith is due and should be an excellent to the student body as a whole. Each member of the Freshman class was allowed to address the group for a thirty minute period on the topic that pertains to their interest. Although the meeting lasted 1 1/2 hours, Tuesday to 5 p.m., on Friday, there were a number of interesting suggestions brought up before the assembly. Billbutter took place, and I really had to get inside the sunshine and forget their worries.

It is regrettable, in view of the outstanding work done by Freshman, that there was no decision made.

To The Teachers

Have you ever thought of what a great debt we owe to the loyal teachers who tirelessly spend their lives implanting into our minds the gift of wisdom? Because of their loyalty, we should be more considerate of them. Here is one concrete way that we can do this. Spring is here, and with the advent of warmer weather, flowers, and spring fever, we should consider that our professors spend so much time in the dark, damp, unhealthy classrooms. All of them, have been inside almost all winter, and really need to get outside in the sunshine and forget their worries.

From now until the close of school, let's not insist that they measles. We are unfaithful enough to make the sacrifice, and keep them from staying up nights grading test papers, and wasting their energy lecturing while we sit astounded. In your words, "I wish there were a Freshman project."

Cavaliers Have Weekly Meeting

The Cavaliers School Club held their weekly meeting Thursday at the residence of C. B. Holton. Mrs. Holton is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Holton. The members of the club met for an outing to the beautiful setting of the Holton residence.

Campus Police

A new class, Campus Police 101A, has been organized for the Spring term, and is being taught by Professor Engle, selected by the board of directors to head this department. "It has been impossible to get anyone prior to this time since there has been much needed outside Oval."

Each student must choose his partner before enrolling in this course.


"Other professors will be William Handy and Gaynor Waller, both well-informed in the genre.

Regular job periods will be held in the Golden Hall reception room each Sunday at 9:00 Professor Engle strongly ad- vocates this declaration of their duties and a perfect model of the ways of profes- sional and students.

Each Campus Police 101A student must choose his partner before enrolling in this course.

Stay Off The Sidewalks

We are all aware of the efforts being made by the committee headed by Cliff Genoa for the purpose of beautifying the campus. Because we all want a lovely campus we should cooperate with them.

We have all seen the lovely way the sidewalk near the Ad building has been repaired recently. There is no reason for such repairs being necessary. People like Kihlman and Doug Lawry need only be careful of the sidewalk in good condition. Let's all remember this, and from now on help make our campus beautiful by always walking on the grass and not ruining the beautiful sidewalks we are so fortunate to have on the campus. After all, it isn't every campus in Arkansas that possesses such lovely sidewalks losing their health.

D.J.P. Club Holds Outing At A Stone

Gifty jumping through the woods was one of the more amusing events of the day. The members of the D.J.P. Club members burned a few timber for their annual red-Indian nature outing.

Assembling at the flag pole on the Harding campus at three o'clock in the morning, they proceeded to grasp Revolution by the hair to keep him in for the long trek.

Besides the spotting, Winifred Philips and her date, Berry Wight, there were Rice, Monroe Bryant, Max Wolsey, Mary Lou Timm, Carl Tanz, Tommy Moyer, and Jack King, five smaller groups, took five different routes to a "A stone" and returned by five different routes.

The day was spent hunting and fishing for king salmon and establishing certain arteries of shame and satisfaction for the geology class. We might mention that these Sahara re- ceived a lot of attention.

Each year the D.J.P. Club makes an outing to "A stone" in honor of a deceased member. It is believed the environment is conducive to the study of nature's elements and compounds.

BONAFIDE ADS

Can you supply me with a funnel which will allow subject matter to be poured directly into my vacuum.

For sale, two sets of books.

Bill Nations: "I wish there were a Freshman project."

For rent.

You are heart broken, down in the mouth, need a good student. Address all letters in care of Bill C. S. C. C.}

Wanted: Vista B. osteopathic.

For the love of God, have your life saved.

For rent.

Are you heart broken, down in the mouth, need a good student. Address all letters in care of Bill C. S. C. C.}

Wanted: Vista B. osteopathic.

For the love of God, have your life saved.

For rent.

Are you heart broken, down in the mouth, need a good student. Address all letters in care of Bill C. S. C. C.}
"Silhouette on a Toehall" by E. Sholes

This is a story that has never been told before, the story of a quest so perilous, so filled with danger, that even now the very name has the courage to have it read.

"Fishy." Berchille, the pretense athletic coach at Harding College, has a better-than-usual adventure in his life. His strange adventure took place in the unknown existence known as the Antarctic.

"While visiting my friend, Ralph Malab, in the Indian prince visiting a tobacco plantation in Ohio," Berchille related, "I caught wind of a plot by two Norwegian capitalists to sell to Little America in America, over the American embassies, the Antarctic continent themselves. The Rajah and I, intrigued by the intrigue, decided to join forces to unfold the plot."

"It's my patriotic duty," I informed the Rajah.

"Yes, it is," he conciliated.

Without awaiting any suspicion of the two Norwegian capitalists in theirHenon journey to a point far from the land of the unknown, there they signed up on the Norwegians' deal, which was bound for the Antartica.

"First we secured a number of arms, with which to protect ourselves, one gun. Building a sheep wagon, we made away with some Norwegian jockeys, a Gatling gun, and fourteen bobcat skins."

"The next day we started to sail. Brown and Smith, the Norwegians, called to own the ship after ensuring us of a full supply of the beans."

"I didn't forget, so there was to be beauty. What was the load? Why were the two Norwegian capitalists going to overthrow an American continent and for what price in return? It was a puzzling question and one to which I was not so about to discover the answer.

"Two months out in the Atlantic an amazing event took place. Walking the throngs on a moonlight night, I was suddenly confronted by a circus of humanity, a boos. I dashed up to me, unlighted, fell at my feet and stood unlighted Mohammadans.

When he had concluded he by seeking him on the left cheek, he pulled on my right arm, leading me away towards the Antartica! There's after the Antartica? a story to be heard and one to be told.

Leary and onto the campus of Harding College, I was told — but I had little a long way. Kindly Dean Sears tore me in and, somehow, I never left there.

"But whenever I do, wherever I go, I know that I shall never forget the quest for the Nzebikiah, the polar bear.

"There aren't any polar bears in America," commented a bystander. "And, they tell me," I, Fishy replied."
Opening Of Branch Office

There was much cheering and wild cheering last Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday at the White City Printing Company in Jackson, which has been turned into an atmosphere of excitement to celebrate the opening of the White City branch office

"Failing to get the new black Mr. Cope had promised us last fall," declared Edith Barbara Brown, "we have now the means of transportation here and there between the Harding campus, where the Bison is printed, and the White City Printing Company, where the Bison is printed. Thus having no necessity of organizing a Bison branch office to bridge the mechanical affairs of the Bison. And, with the help of our sister printer, Edith Barbara Brown, we reorganized the store to the White City Printing Company and established a two-way party for the reception of news matter from our home base in Gray Gables. Isn't that right, Edith Barbara Brown?"

"Go 'Way, Can't you see I'm tryin' to set up this poem. Mhh-m."

At the festival Blanche Thomson served refreshments of Coca-Cola, Fritos, and various applications of Tchakestien's to the discovery by Wilkinson of news matter to the discovery by Wilkinson of news matter to the discovery of news matter to the discovery of news matter. "I have not stated that I would have no difficulty in losing weight. There is no reason."

"You have let us know and we will order them today."

"This is just the start of our drug department.

Mr. Godwin is a student of Harding College, Society. She is meeting with Physical Education with a niche in education of women in (under editing, that is.) Upon graduating, she plans to go to New York, bar Ten Square, and take up a career as an author of great name. Her uncle was turned into an amusement for the purpose of promoting an interest in moral work on the campus. Enthusiasm represents the publication of favorite novels recently. The group meets in the auditorium each Monday afternoon for a discussion of the members' latest publications. Each member is expected to complete a book each month.

Charter members numbered to 27. The membership number will have to be increased because of a lack of time for meeting to discuss the members' latest publications. Mr. Brown spotted.

"I have let us know and we will order them today."

"But I saw him as I was reading the newspaper of the New York Times."

"It was very adventurous. Deneuve's memory, whatever it may be, is not too."

"Then I said I made my way south again, sailing in a Chinese junk. Land­

The Thompson Fatchery & The Thompson Co.
U. S. "approved" R. O. P. Enriched Baby Chicken. Since 1927

"The Thompson Fatchery & The Thompson Co.
U. S. "approved" R. O. P. Enriched Baby Chicken. Since 1927"

"My mother was a student of the nineteen hundred. Her name, Thomas, who has been a representative of the firm, is in favor of "University, home." Mrs. "Miss Godwin's great uncle attended the University."

"I have not stated that I would have no difficulty in losing weight. There is no reason."
SOCIETY

Smith Marriage Is Announced

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Smith announce the approaching marriage of their son, Bill, to Wray Bullington, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Bullington. Bill has been on the staff at June 1. After the wedding Bill will be at home on 123 Stoopnagle Street, "Sweetheart". If you can do it all, Bill will be at the Bullington Lawyer Office.

Charles Smith, Ernest Smith, and Bill Baker will be the groom’s attendants. Ushers will be Marvillie Chambers, Jo O’Neil and Lila Lusk. The bridesmaids will be in by Ronna Vines, Robert Hart, and Claudia Thompson. Carl Knefelkamp will participate as ring bearer.

The pre-nuptial service will be held at Grace Church on 123 Stoopnagle Street, "Sweetheart". If you can do it all, Bill will be at the Bullington Lawyer Office.

The president of the club is Etaoin Calvin. After they carried Calvin Moosim’s case off the urban, the entertainment committee met awhile a committee on the remainder of the formal. Calvin Cacow and Bill Bidee added their part to the program by pulling the gowns fingers and corners out of the room. Several other equally engaging moments made the announcements a bowing success.

Raw meat and gory water were served as refreshments. After the social hour, the friends again sang their song, for sentiments sake, and departed for home.

Healing welcomes the new social club, since it’s obvious that they uphold all the ideals necessary for a successful club.

GEORGE BELL MOTOR COMPANY
MOBILGAS — MOBILOIL
Let This Garage Serve You
for
"Better Service To All Is Our Goal"
TELEPHONE 112

PENNEYS

IN TIME FOR EASTER
Drastic Reductions!
IN LADIES’ COATS AND SUITS $20 - $25 and $30
All in the Season’s Newest Styles and Colors

WHITE HOUSE CAFE
Meals - Short Orders
“PLACE WHERE YOU CAN COME KNOWING YOU WILL BE WELCOME”

Cope Entertains WWSA’s At Tea
At 3:30 o’clock in his home at 506 E. 12th Street, President, Professor Neil B. Cope (to whom the members of the W. W. S. A. club with a tea and a social hour Thursday, March 27.

The newly organized W. W. S. A. (Wish I Were Single Again) held two meetings monthly; one to feminize methods for the prevention of cruelty to husbands, and one to reminisce the days of their bachelorhood.

At this meeting President Dr. E. B. Scott presented a series of slides to the committee to gain entrance into the club and would be included in the next business meeting of the week.

The candidates for membership are Ed Ramey, Charles Rice, and Hugh Reddin.

Silo Delta Silo Holds Function

The Silo Delta Silo social club for girls and boys — a new organization — had their spring function at the local junior. The function was begun with their club song which is:

"I’m a Villain" A dirty rotten villain
And I have a ha of blood
Where it’s I go
Where’s I go
My chief delight
It elevates up a fight
And I have little children on their

TNT’s, Sub T’s Head May Fete

Vernon Lawyer, president of the TNT social club announced over the annual May Day Fete, sponsored jointly by the TNT’s and Sub T’s, will take place before breakfast on May 1. A May King will be chosen from the four candidates, Norman Stanton, Colin Campbell, Calvin Showalter, and Doug Lawyer.

Students filling the various after Maytime posts will be Charlie Speer, Athletic Mogul; Dale Johnson, Mind Mogul; Bill Simpson, Basketball Mogul; Joe Moss, Software Mogul, Carl Teas, Basketball Mogul.

Smith-Vaughan Mercantile Company

“White County’s Fastest Growing Store”

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY WELCOME TO—
Coffee Bar Eat Shop
(Back of Plaza Theatre)
—Sandwiches—
—Drinks—
—Chili—
—Pies—

Let us do your dirty work!

Bring Your Laundry and Dry Cleaning

Harding College Laundry and Dry Cleaning
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**Battering Rams Victorious in Harding Pro Grid Loop**

**Nations’ Eleven Goes Undefeated**

Bill Nation’s radical Battering Rams swept up Harding’s Secret Weapon line and stormed through a scientific formation to win 73-0 since 90-up to remain undefeated for the season and claim the 1937 Spring Championship of the Harding Professional Football League.

The Rams, through a pattern of set plays and superb passing, held the gameline to run 110 yards for another Nation’s TD.

Nations were in their second string, finding that, since there only remained three minutes in the game, he had run up a score sufficient to win.

The Nation’s team started again, made one touchdown through the efforts of Dooly Johnson and proved very dangerous as he pushed back, even on defense (they scored four safeties).

After the game was over, Nations’ captain, paused between shouts of instructions and rules for the fight.

"No news" Wins Bank

**Sports Chatter**

**Romeo's Cafe**

**Harding College Students**

**Sputnik**

**Bankhead’s Drug Store**

**Cut乔治**

**Bankhead's Hal's**

**Browning's Drug Store**

**Batter up Kimbrough's Secret Weapon line and burst through with a Championship of the Harding ti ning out of melee by the superb passing brough’s team penetrated only to the end of the first quarter.

for Nations’ Rams in the second quarter. Willie Na tion’s radical Battering Rams

for leaving his defensive halfback on the field. 

The most thrilling sport at Hardin g was war-hawks, which

The terrific final score was 4,367 to 62.

O. T. L.

S. C. L.

C. C. C.

H. H. C.

F. F. L.

J. C. R.

S. H. C.

R. W.

W. W.

**Our Specialty Is Good Food**

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Arnold

Service is Complete at  —

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store